In such areas as knowledge discovery, data mining and logical analysis of data, methodologies to ÿnd relations among attributes are considered important. In this paper, given a data set (T; F) where T ⊆ {0; 1} n denotes a set of positive examples and F ⊆ {0; 1} n denotes a set of negative examples, we propose a method to identify decomposable structures among the attributes of the data. We ÿrst study computational complexity of the problem of ÿnding decomposable Boolean extensions. Since the problem turns out to be intractable (i.e., NP-complete), we propose a heuristic algorithm in the second half of the paper. Our method searches a decomposable partition of the set of all attributes by using the error sizes of almost-ÿt decomposable extensions as a guiding measure, and then ÿnds structural relations among the attributes in the obtained partition. Some results of numerical experiment on randomly generated data sets are also reported.
Introduction
Extracting knowledge from given data sets has been intensively studied in such ÿelds as knowledge discovery, knowledge engineering, data mining, logical analysis of data, artiÿcial intelligence and database theory (e.g. [5] [6] [7] ). We assume in this paper that the data set is given by a pair of set T ⊆ {0; 1} n of true vectors (positive examples) and set F ⊆ {0; 1} n of false vectors (negative examples). We denote by S = {1; 2; : : : ; n} the set of all attributes. We are interested in ÿnding a decomposable structure, i.e., given a family S = {S 0 ; S 1 ; : : : ; S k } of subsets of S, we want to establish the existence of Boolean functions g; h 1 ; h 2 ; : : : ; h k , if any, so that f(x) = g(x[S 0 ]; h 1 (x[S 1 ]); : : : ; h k (x[S k ])) is true (resp., false) in every given true (resp., false) vector x in T (resp., F), where x[I ] denotes the projection of vector x on I .
In the above scheme, the sets S i may represent intermediate groups of attributes, and we ask whether these groups deÿne new "meta-attributes", which can completely specify the positive or negative character of the examples. This problem of structure identiÿcation is, in fact, one form of knowledge discovery. As an example, let f(x) be a Boolean function which describes whether a certain species is a primate or not, e.g., f(x) = 1 for x = (1100 · · ·) denotes that the chimpanzee (= x), which has characteristics of viviparous (x 1 = 1), vertebrate (x 2 = 1), does not y (x 3 = 0), does not have claw (x 4 = 0), and so on, is a primate. In the case of the hawk, on the other hand, we shall have f(0111 · · ·) = 0. In this example, we can group properties "viviparity" and "vertebrate" as the property of the mammals, and the chimpanzee is a mammal. That is, f(x) can be represented as g(x[S 0 ]; h(x[S 1 ])), where S 1 = {1; 2}, S 0 = S\S 1 , and h describes whether the species is a mammal or not. This "mammal" is a meta-attribute, and we can recognize primates by regarding S 1 = {1; 2} as one attribute h. In this sense, ÿnding a family of attribute sets S = {S 0 ; S 1 ; : : : ; S k }, which satisfy the above decomposition property, can be understood as ÿnding essential relations among the original attributes [4, 8] .
In this paper, we concentrate on ÿnding a basic decomposable structure for a partition into two sets (S 0 ; S 1 ( = S\S 0 )), i.e., ÿnding a partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) such that there exists a Boolean function f(x) = g(x[S 0 ]; h(x[S 1 ])) where f(x) = 1 (resp., 0) holds for x ∈ T (resp., x ∈ F). We consider two problems in which g and h are general Boolean functions, and are restricted to be positive (i.e., monotone) functions, respectively, since many real-world phenomena are represented as positive functions (see, e.g., [3, 14] ). Such examples include credit scoring, consumer choice, school and transportation selection, referee and editorial decisions, and employee selection. For example, a life insurance company would wish to avoid a function, which quotes old and unhealthy applicants at higher premium rank than young and healthy applicants.
We ÿrst show that both decomposability problems are intractable (i.e., NP-complete). However, since it is a very important problem to ÿnd decomposable structures, we then propose a heuristic algorithm for ÿnding decomposable structures when g and h are general Boolean functions. Our method searches a decomposable partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) of the attribute set S, by using the error size of almost-ÿt decomposable extensions as a guiding measure. In order to compute the error size of an almost-ÿt decomposable extension in the above algorithm, we also propose a fast heuristic algorithm.
We then apply our method to synthetically generated data sets. Experimental results show that our method has good performance to identify such decomposable structures.
Preliminaries

Extensions and best-ÿt extensions
A Boolean function, or a function in short, is a mapping f : {0; 1} n → {0; 1}, where x ∈ {0; 1} n is called a Boolean vector (a vector in short). S = {1; 2; : : : ; n} denotes the set of all attributes. If f(x) = 1 (resp., 0), then x is called a true (resp., false) vector of f. The set of all true vectors (resp., false vectors) is denoted by T (f) (resp., F(f)). Let, for a vector x ∈ {0; 1} n , ON(x) = {j ∈ S | x j = 1} and OFF (x) = {j ∈ S | x j = 0}. A function f is positive (or monotone) if x6y (i.e., x i 6y i for all i ∈ S) always implies f(x)6f(y). The variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n and their complements x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n are called literals. A term is a conjunction of literals such that at most one of x i and x i appears in it for each i. A disjunctive normal form (DNF) is a disjunction of terms. Clearly, a DNF deÿnes a function, and it is well-known that every function can be represented by a DNF (however, such a representation may not be unique).
A partially deÿned Boolean function ( pdBf ) is deÿned by a pair of sets (T; F), where T ⊆ {0; 1} n denotes a set of true vectors (or positive examples) and F ⊆ {0; 1} n denotes a set of false vectors (or negative examples). A function f is called an extension of the pdBf(T;
Evidently, the disjointness of the sets T and F is a necessary and su cient condition for the existence of an extension, if it is considered in the class of all Boolean functions. It may not be evident, however, to ÿnd out whether a given pdBf has a extension in C, where C is a subclass of Boolean functions, such as the class of positive functions, the class of k-DNF functions (DNF functions with at most k literals in each term), and so on. Therefore, we deÿne the following problem [7] :
A pdBf (T; F); where T; F ⊆ {0; 1} n . Question: Is there an extension f ∈ C of (T; F)?
Let us note that this problem is called the consistency problem in computational learning theory [1] .
For a set A, |A| denotes the cardinality of A, and we deÿne the error size of a function f with respect to (T; F) by
As EXTENSION(C) may not always have answer "yes", the following problem is introduced in [5] :
Problem BEST-FIT(C) Input:
A pdBf (T; F); where T; F ⊆ {0; 1} n . Output: f ∈ C that realizes min f∈C e(f; (T; F)).
Clearly, problem EXTENSION is a special case of problem BEST-FIT, since EXTENSION has a solution f if and only if BEST-FIT has a solution f with e(f; (T; F)) = 0.
Moreover, we deÿne an almost-ÿt extension, as a relaxation of a best-ÿt extension. For a pdBf(T; F), a function f is called an almost-ÿt extension if it has a small error size e(f; (T; F)), while a best-ÿt extension f * gives the smallest error size e(f * ; (T; F)). Thus the deÿnition of almost-ÿt extension is not exact in the mathematical sense, since "small" is only vaguely deÿned. In the cases where it is di cult (e.g., NP-hard) to ÿnd a best-ÿt extensions, we use almost-ÿt extensions, instead.
Decomposable functions
For a subset S ⊆ S, let {0; 1} S denote the space of Boolean vectors with an attribute set S . Given a pair of subsets S 0 ; S 1 ⊆ S, a function f is called F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable if there exist Boolean functions h and g satisfying the following conditions
S → {0; 1}, where S = S 0 ∪ {h}. If h and g are in addition positive, f is called P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-decomposable. 1 It is known that, given two attribute sets S 0 and S 1 , problem EXTENSION (C F(S0; F(S1)) ) can be solved in polynomial time [4] , while problem BEST-FIT (C F(S0; F(S1)) ) is NP-hard [5] . Similarly, problem EXTENSION (C P(S0; P(S1)) ) can be solved in polynomial time [4] , while problem BEST-FIT (C P(S0; P(S1)) ) is NP-hard [5] .
In this paper, we restrict our attention to the decomposability in which (S 0 ; S 1 ) is a nontrivial partition, i.e., S 1 = S\S 0 , |S 0 |¿1 and |S 1 |¿2, since it is one of the most fundamental decomposition schemes, and consider how to ÿnd a nontrivial partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) such that a given pdBf(T; F) has an F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-(or P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-) decomposable extension.
Computational complexity of ÿnding decomposable structures
If a pair of attribute sets (S 0 ; S 1 ) is speciÿed in advance, problems EXTENSION(C F(S0; F(S1)) ) and EXTENSION (C P(S0; P(S1)) ) are solvable in polynomial time, as noted above. However, we sometimes want to know the existence of subsets S 0 and S 1 such that pdBf(T; F) has an F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-(or P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-) decomposable extension. This gives rise to the following problems:
A pdBf (T; F); where T; F ⊆ {0; 1} n . Question:
Is there a nontrivial partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) of Ssuch that (T; F) is
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w (2) w ( Problem P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-DECOMPOSABILITY Input:
A pdBf (T; F); where T; F ⊆ {0; 1} n . Question: Is there a nontrivial partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) of S such that (T; F) is P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-decomposable?
Here a pdBf(T; F) is called F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-(resp., P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-decomposable if it has an F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-(resp., P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-) decomposable extension. However, these problems are NP-complete, unfortunately, as proved in the subsequent subsections.
Theorem 2. Problem P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-DECOMPOSABILITY is NP-complete.
Let us note that, if the size of S 0 or S 1 is bounded by some constant k, then the above problems can be obviously solved in polynomial time, since the number of possible partitions is O(n k ). However, it is not known yet whether a desired partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) can be found in polynomial time for the case of min{|S 0 |; |S 1 |} =O(log n).
The proof of Theorem 1
Before the proof of Theorem 1, we give the condition of F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposability for a given (S 0 ; S 1 ). Given a pdBf(T; F) and a pair (S 0 ; S 1 ), we deÿne its con ict graph G *
For example, Fig. 1 gives the con ict graph of the pdBf(T; F) in Fig. 1 , where S 0 = {1; 2; 3} and S 1 = {4; 5}. This pdBf(T; F) is F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable by the next proposition [4] .
Proposition 1 (Boros et al. [4]).
A pdBf(T; F) has an F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extension for a pair of subsets (S 0 ; S 1 ) if and only if its con ict graph G * (T; F) (S 0 ; S 1 ) is bipartite. Note that the latter condition can be tested in polynomial time.
Proof of Theorem 1. We reduce the following NP-complete problem [9] to F(S 0 ; F(S 1 )) -DECOMPOSABILITY.
Problem MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT Input:
A collection C of clauses over the set of attributes S = {1; 2; : : : ; n} such that each clause C ∈ C consists of 3 elements of S:
Is there a partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) of S such that |C ∩ S 1 | = 1 holds for all C ∈ C?
Let n and m denote the number of attributes and the number of clauses, respectively. Given an instance of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT, we assume without loss of generality that C is connected (i.e., Cp∈C C p = S and for any pair of C p and C q in C, there exists a sequence C r0 (= C p ); C r1 ; : : : ; C r k (= C q ) such that C ri ∩ C ri+1 = ∅ for i = 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1), since otherwise, we can separately consider the problem for each connected subinstance. We further assume that the problem instance satisÿes the disjoint property, i.e., for each C p ∈ C, there exists a C q ∈ C such that C p ∩ C q = ∅; this again does not a ect the NP-completeness of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT, since if some C p ∈ C does not have C q ∈ C such that C p ∩ C q = ∅, then we can add a clause {i; i ; i } to the problem instance, where i ∈ S\C p and i ; i = ∈ S (i.e., i and i are new attributes). Note that C is still connected after this modiÿcation of C.
Corresponding to an instance of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT, we now construct a pdBf(T; F) as follows:
where
For example, from a clause C p = {1; 2; 3}, we construct the following true and false vectors.
Since the size of (T; F) is clearly bounded by a polynomial in n and m, the reduction can be done in polynomial time.
We can then show that there exists a partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) of S such that |S 0 ∩ C p | = 2 and |S 1 ∩ C p | = 1 hold for all C p ∈ C if and only if there is a nontrivial partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) of S such that the corresponding pdBf(T; F) is F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable.
To prove the if part, we show that at least one of (S 0 ; S 1 ) and (S 1 ; S 0 ) is a solution of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT if (T; F) is F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable. Assume the contrary that neither (S 0 ; S 1 ) nor (S 1 ; S 0 ) is a solution of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT. Then we have the following 3 cases: (i) some C p is contained in S 0 , (ii) some C p is contained in S 1 , and (iii) some C p and C q satisfy |C p ∩ S 0 | = 1 and |C q ∩ S 0 | = 2. In each of these cases, we derive a contradiction by showing that the con ict graph is not bipartite.
Case (i): By the assumption that C is connected, there must exist C p and C q in C such that C p ⊆ S 0 , C q * S 0 and C p ∩ C q = ∅. We separately consider the following 3 cases:
In case (i-1), assume C p = {1; 2; 3}, C q = {2; 3; 4}, S 0 ⊇ {1; 2; 3} and S 1 ⊇ {4; 5} without loss of generality (recall that |S 1 |¿2 holds). Then (T; F) contains the following ÿve vectors: We can now see that the con ict graph as shown in Fig. 2 has a triangle and hence it is not bipartite. By Proposition 1, this contradicts the F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposability of (T; F). Thus no C p satisÿes case (i-1). By applying a similar argument to the other cases (i-2) and (i-3), we can show that no C p is contained in S 0 . Case (ii): By the assumption that C is connected, there must exist C p and C q in C such that C p ⊆ S 1 , C q * S 1 and C p ∩ C q = ∅. We separately consider the following 3 cases:
In case (ii-1), assume C p = {1; 2; 3}, C q = {2; 3; 4}, S 1 ⊇ {1; 2; 3} and S 0 ⊇ {4}, without loss of generality. By the disjoint property for C p , there exists a clause C r such that C r ∩ C p = ∅. Since we can assume C r * S 0 from the above discussion, we have (S 1 \C p ) ∩ C r = ∅. Let 5 ∈ (S 1 \C p ) ∩ C r , for example. Then (T; F) contains the following ÿve vectors:
Since these ÿve vectors again create a triangle in the con ict graph, no C p satisÿes case (ii-1).
By applying a similar argument to the remaining cases (ii-2) and (ii-3), we can show that no C p is contained in S 1 .
Similarly, we can show that no pair of C p and C q satisÿes |C p ∩ S 0 | = 1 and |C q ∩S 0 | = 2. Consequently, at least one of (S 0 ; S 1 ) and (S 1 ; S 0 ) is a solution of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT if (T; F) is F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable, proving the if part.
Next to prove the only-if part, we show that the pdBf(T; F) of (2) is F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable if the instance of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT has a solution (S 0 ; S 1 ). adjacent, this implies that the con ict graph contains no cycle of odd length. Therefore, (T; F) is F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable.
The proof of Theorem 2
In order to consider P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-decomposability of a pdBf(T; F), let us deÿne the following subsets T * and F * : Note that computing T * and F * , and checking the condition in Proposition 2 can both be done in polynomial time.
For example, let us consider a pdBf(T; F) given in Fig. 4 , where S 0 = {1; 2} and S 1 = {3; 4; 5}. We then obtain T * = {(01101); (01110)} and F * = {(01010)}. Since the condition of Proposition 2 holds, in this case, there exists a P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-decomposable extension f = g(x[S 0 ]; h 1 (x[S 1 ])); such an h 1 is shown in the last column of Fig. 4 .
Proof of Theorem 2. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1, we reduce MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT to P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-DECOMPOSABILITY, and without loss of generality, we assume that the problem instance C of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT is connected and satisÿes the disjoint property. Moreover, we assume that C satisÿes the pair property, i.e., for each pair i; j of attributes with i; j ∈ C p (∈ C), there exists a C q ∈ C such that |C q ∩ {i; j}| = 1. If this is not the case, then for each such pair i; j, we add to C new clauses {i; (i; j) 1 ; (i; j) 2 } and { j; (i; j) 1 ; (i; j) 3 }, where (i; j) 1 ; (i; j) 2 ; (i; j) 3 = ∈ S (i.e., these are new attributes). We can see that the resulting instance C * satisÿes the desired property, that is, (i) C * has a solution if and only if C has a solution, (ii) C * is connected, (iii) C * satisÿes the disjoint property and pair property.
Given an instance of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT we construct a pdBf(T; F) as follows:
For example, from a clause C p = {1; 2; 3}, we construct the following true and false vectors:
Since the size of this (T; F) is bounded by a polynomial in n and m, the reduction can be done in polynomial time. We show that this instance of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT has a solution if and only if the pdBf(T; F) is P(S 0 ; P(S 1 ))-decomposable for some nontrivial partition (S 0 ; S 1 ).
For the if part, we show that at least one of (S 0 ; S 1 ) and (S 1 ; S 0 ) is a solution of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT if (T; F) is F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable. Assume the contrary that neither (S 0 ; S 1 ) nor (S 1 ; S 0 ) is a solution of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT. Then we have the following 3 cases: (i) some C p is contained in S 0 , (ii) some C p is contained in S 1 , and (iii) some C p and C q satisfy |C p ∩ S 0 | = 1 and |C q ∩ S 0 | = 2. In each of these cases, we derive a contradiction by ÿnding two vectors v ∈ T * and w ∈ F * such that v[S 1 ]6w[S 1 ]. Case (i): By the assumption that C is connected, there must exist C p and C q in C such that C p ⊆ S 0 , C q * S 0 and C p ∩ C q = ∅. We separately consider the following 3 cases: (i-1) |C p ∩ C q | = 1 and |C q ∩ S 0 | = 1, (i-2) |C p ∩ C q | = 1 and |C q ∩ S 0 | = 2, and
In case (i-1), assume C p = {1; 2; 3}, C q = {3; 4; 5}, S 0 ⊇ {1; 2; 3} and S 1 ⊇ {4; 5}, without loss of generality. If S 1 \{4; 5} = ∅ (say, 6 ∈ S 1 \{4; 5}), then (T; F) contains the following four vectors:
Note that a ∈ T * and d ∈ F * hold by (4). However, we have a[S 1 ]6d[S 1 ], a contradiction by Proposition 2. On the other hand, if S 1 = {4; 5}, then the pair property of C implies that there exists a C r ∈ C such that |C r ∩ S 1 | = 1. Let C r = {4; 6; 7}, for example, where 6; 7 ∈ S 0 (note that C r ∩ C p = ∅ might hold). Then (T; F) contains the following four vectors:
Note that a ∈ T * and d ∈ F * hold by (4) . However, we have a[S 1 ]6d[S 1 ], which is again a contradiction. By applying a similar argument to cases (i-2) and (i-3), we can show that no C p is contained in S 0 .
Case (ii): Assume C p = {1; 2; 3}, S 0 ⊇ {4} and S 1 ⊇ {1; 2; 3}, without loss of generality. By the disjoint property of C p , there exists a clause C r such that C r ∩ C p = ∅. Since C r * S 0 can be assumed from the above discussion, we have (
Then (T; F) contains the following four vectors:
Note that b ∈ T * and c ∈ F * hold by (4) . However, we have b[S 1 ]6c[S 1 ], which is again a contradiction.
In a similar manner, we can show that no pair of C p and C q satisÿes |C p ∩ S 0 | = 1 and |C q ∩ S 0 | = 2 (case (iii)). Therefore, at least one of (S 0 ; S 1 ) and (S 1 ; S 0 ) is a solution of MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT. (5) . Therefore, by the deÿnition of (4) 
Heuristic algorithm to ÿnd decomposable structures
By Theorem 1, it is in general di cult to ÿnd a decomposable structure of a given pdBf(T; F). As the problem of ÿnding a decomposable structure is very important in applications, however, we propose a heuristic algorithm DECOMP, which ÿnds a nontrivial partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) for which (T; F) has an F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extension f. We call such a nontrivial partition decomposable partition. DECOMP is a local search algorithm which uses the error size e(f; (T; F)) of almost-ÿt F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extension f for the current partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) as a measure to evaluate the distance from (S 0 ; S 1 ) to (S * 0 ; S * 1 ), where (T; F) is assumed to be F (S * 0 ; F(S * 1 ))-decomposable. For this purpose, we ÿrst consider the problem of computing an almost-ÿt F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extension for a given (S 0 ; S 1 ).
In passing, we note that allowing errors is essential in practice because the realworld data often contain errors, such as measurement and classiÿcation errors. Due to these errors, (T; F) may not be F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable for any partition (S 0 ; S 1 ), although the underlying phenomenon has a decomposable structure. By allowing errors of small size, it is expected that such misjudgement is prevented. Therefore, we adapt DECOMP to this situation, that is, DECOMP ÿnds a nontrivial partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) for which (T; F) has an F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable function f with a small error size e(f; (T; F)).
Finding almost-ÿt decomposable extensions
Since the problem of computing a best-ÿt decomposable extension for a given (S 0 ; S 1 ) is NP-hard [5] , we propose two heuristic algorithms in this subsection. The ÿrst one is theoretically interesting as it has a guaranteed approximation ratio, while the latter is more practical. In our experiment in Section 5, the latter algorithm is implemented.
Given a pdBf(T; F) and a partition (S 0 ; S 1 ), we construct an almost-ÿt F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extension f with error size e(f; (T; F)). To make the error size small, we introduce an extended con ict graph G (T; F) (S 0 ; S 1 ) = (V; E) such that the error vectors 
1 0 0 0 1 0 in f correspond one-to-one to the vertices in G , whose deletion makes the resulting G bipartite. The vertex set V = V 1 ∪ V 2 is given by
and edge set E = E 1 ∪ E 2 is given by
The vertices in G (T; F) (S 0 ; S 1 ) have weights ! deÿned by !(a) = 1 if a ∈ V 1 ; and + ∞; otherwise. Fig. 5 gives an example of the extended con ict graph. Now let M ⊆ V 1 be a set of vertices whose removal makes G (T; F) (S 0 ; S 1 ) bipartite. It can be proved that deleting the corresponding sets T ⊆ T and F ⊆ F from (T; F) makes the pdBf(T \T ; F\F ) F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable. The converse direction can also be shown by modifying the proof of Proposition 1. Therefore, we have the next lemma.
Lemma 3. Let a pdBf (T; F) and a pair of attribute sets (S 0 ; S 1 ) be given, and let V * ⊆ V be a minimum weighted set of vertices whose removal makes G (T; F) (S 0 ; S 1 ) bipartite. Then we have min f∈C F(S 0 ;F(S 1 )) e(f; (T; F)) = |V * |:
The problem of minimizing the number of vertices in a given graph G = (V; E), whose deletion makes G bipartite is called VERTEX-DELETION-BIPARTIZATION (VDB) for short. VDB is known to be MAX SNP-hard, but has an approximation algorithm with approximation ratio O(log |V |) [10] [11] [12] . Theorem 1. Given a pdBf (T; F) and a pair of attribute sets (S 0 ; S 1 ), there is an approximate algorithm for BEST-FIT(C F(S0;F(S1)) ), which attains the approximation ratio of e(f; (T; F)) e(f * ; (T; F)) = O(log(|T | + |F|));
where f * is a best-ÿt F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extension of pdBf (T; F).
However, the approximation algorithm in [10] for VDB may require too much computational time for practical purposes. Since our heuristic algorithm in Section 4.2 uses the error size as a guiding measure, it has to be computed many times. Therefore, we now propose a faster algorithm ALMOST-FIT even though its approximation ratio is not guaranteed theoretically. Since ALMOST-FIT is based on depth-ÿrst-search for the con ict graph, whose running time is linear in the number of edges and vertices in the con ict graph.
ALMOST-FIT ÿrst constructs the con ict graph G * = G * (T; F) (S 0 ; S 1 ) of Section 3.1. Next, it traverses G * in the depth-ÿrst manner, and whenever a cycle of odd length is found, it deletes a vector in pdBf(T; F) so that the most recently visited edge in the cycle is eliminated. Then, after reconstructing the resulting con ict graph G * , it resumes the depth-ÿrst search in the new G * . In order to eliminate an edge in the detected cycle of odd length, we only have to delete one of the two vectors in T ∪ F that correspond to the two end vertices of the edge. We now explain which vector to delete. By the property of depth-ÿrst search (in short, DFS), we ÿnd a cycle only when we traverse a so-called back edge [15] . Denote the back edge by (v 1 ; v 2 ) , where DFS traverses this edge from v 1 to v 2 , and let
, where one of the x (1) and x (2) belongs to T and the other belongs to F. In this case, we say that x (1) (resp., x (2) ) corresponds to v 1 (resp., v 2 ), and delete x (1) . This deletion does not change the set of ancestor vertices of v 1 on the current DFS tree and hence DFS can be resumed from v 1 . (If we delete x (2) , on the other hand, the structure of DFS tree may change substantially).
Algorithm. ALMOST-FIT
Input: A pdBf(T; F) and a pair of attribute sets (S 0 ; S 1 ), where T; F ⊆ {0; 1} n and S 0 ; S 1 ⊆ S.
Output: The error size e(f; (T; F)), where f is an almost-ÿt F(S 0 ; F(S 1 )) -decomposable extension for pdBf(T; F).
Step 1: Construct the con ict graph G * = G * (T; F) (S 0 ; S 1 ) for pdBf(T; F) and (S 0 ; S 1 ). Set e := 0
Step 2: Apply the DFS to the con ict graph G * . If a cycle of odd length is found, then delete one vector from (T; F) in the manner as described above, reconstruct the con ict graph G * , set e := e + 1 and resume DFS from the current vertex. If DFS halts, output e as e(f; (T; F)) and halt. (f is an F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extension of the resulting pdBf(T; F).)
Finding decomposable structures
We propose a local search algorithm to ÿnd decomposable partitions (S * 0 ; S * 1 ), by making use of the error size obtained by the heuristic algorithm ALMOST-FIT in Section 4.1. A local search algorithm is deÿned by specifying the neighborhood N (S 0 ; S 1 ) of the current solution (S 0 ; S 1 ). In our algorithm, we use the so-called swap neighborhood
However, as all partitions (S 0 ; S 1 ) ∈ N (S 0 ; S 1 ) satisfy |S 0 | = |S 0 | and |S 1 | = |S 1 |, we apply local search to initial solutions (S 0 ; S 1 ) with |S 0 | = k, separately, for k = 2; 3; : : : ; n − 1.
Algorithm. DECOMP
Input: A pdBf(T; F), where T; F ⊆ {0; 1} n and S is the attribute set. Output: A partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) of S with |S 1 | = k; for each k = 2; 3; : : : ; n − 1, having an almost-ÿt F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extension of a small error size.
Step 0: k := 2.
Step 1: Choose an initial partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) with |S 1 | = k randomly, and compute the error sizeê(S 0 ; S 1 ) of an almost-ÿt F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extension f by algorithm ALMOST-FIT. Set :=ê(S 0 ; S 1 ).
Step 2: Apply ALMOST-FIT to each (S 0 ; S 1 ) ∈ N (S 0 ; S 1 ). If there is a partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) with a smaller error size than , then set S 0 := S 0 , S 1 := S 1 and :=ê(S 0 ; S 1 ), and return to Step 2. Otherwise, output partition (S 0 ; S 1 ) and its error size for the current k.
Step 3: If k := n − 1, then halt. Otherwise, let k := k + 1 and return to Step 1.
Numerical experiments
We apply algorithm DECOMP described in Section 4 to synthetically generated pdBfs (T; F), in order to evaluate their power of ÿnding decomposable partitions.
Generation of (T; F)
For our experiment, we generate random data sets (T; F), T; F ⊆ {0; 1} n , which are F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable for some partition (S 0 ; S 1 ). To ensure a decomposable structure, we ÿrst specify a partition (S 0 ;S 1 ) and then construct a functionf : {0;
1 → {0; 1},g : {0; 1}S 0 ∪ {h} → {0; 1}. Then for a given sampling rate r, where 06r61, we construct a sample set Q r by randomly choosing r · 2 n vectors from {0; 1} n , and classify each u ∈ Q r into T (resp., F) according to whetherf(u) = 1 (resp.,f(u) = 0) holds. Obviously T ∩ F = ∅ holds. In our experiment, we use n = 18, and test r = 0:01; 0:02; : : : ; 0:09; 0:1; 0:2; : : : ; 0:5. The speciÿed (original) partitions (S 0 ;S 1 ) satisfy |S 0 | = |S 1 | = 9. For the hidden functionf, we consider the following three kinds of random functions.
(i) Randomly assigned functions: We construct randomly assigned F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable functionf by assigning 0 and 1 to the values ofh(x[S 1 ]) and g(x[S 0 ];h) randomly with equal probability. (ii) Random DNF functions: A random DNF is deÿned by a set of random terms as follows: Each term is randomly generated by specifying each attribute to be a positive literal, a negative literal or not used, with equal probability, and taking the conjunction of the generated literals. We generate random |S 0 | + 1 terms for DNF ofg and |S 1 | terms as DNF ofh. Any Boolean function can be represented by a DNF, and those functions representing real-world phenomena are considered to have short DNFs. (iii) Random threshold functions: A general threshold function [13] f is deÿned by weights w i , i = 1; 2; : : : ; n and a threshold Â, as follows:
We generate an F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable functionf by generating two random threshold functionsg andh. Functiong (resp.,h) is deÿned by choosing all weights w i for i ∈S 0 ∪ {h} (resp., i ∈S 1 ) from (0; 1] randomly and by setting the threshold to Â = i w i =(|S 0 | + 1) (resp., Â = i w i =|S 1 |).
Computational results
We generate 5 pdBfs for each type, and execute DECOMP 10 times for each pdBf (i.e., 50 times in total). The success rate denotes the ratio with which DECOMP could ÿnd the speciÿed (original) decomposable partitions (S 0 ;S 1 ) and the cpu time denote the average of total cpu time of 10 time executions of DECOMP for one function. These are shown in Figs. 6 -8, respectively, for the above three types.
Call a decomposable partitions (S 0 ; S 1 ), which are di erent from the original (S 0 ;S 1 ), delusive. Figs. 6(i), 7(i) and 8(i) show the success rate of ÿnding the original partition (S 0 ;S 1 ) (solid curves) as well as that of ÿnding delusive partitions (dotted curves), when sampling rate r (%) is changed from 0:01 to 5. Average cpu time is shown in Figs. 6(ii), 7(ii) and 8(ii), respectively.
The results for randomly assigned functions (Fig. 6 ) say that DECOMP can almost always ÿnd the original (S 0 ;S 1 ) if sampling rate satisÿes r¿0:5%. For random DNF and threshold functions (Figs. 7 and 8 ), similar tendency is also observed. For a sampling rate r which is lower than 0:5%, the success rate of ÿnding the original partition (S 0 ;S 1 ) decrease sharply. As DECOMP outputs only one decomposable partition, which is found ÿrst, DECOMP usually fails to ÿnd the original partition (S 0 ;S 1 ) if there are many decomposable partitions. For a small sampling rate r, each pdBf(T; F) has only a small number of edges in its con ict graph, and there are many delusive partitions (S 0 ; S 1 ) = (S * 0 ; S * 1 ). Therefore a sampling rate larger than a certain threshold value appears to be necessary to ensure the discovery of the original decomposable partition (S 0 ;S 1 ).
Conclusion
In this paper, we used the concept of decomposability to extract the structural information from the given data (T; F). Such information can explain the hierarchical relations that exist among the attributes. We ÿrst investigated the computational complexity of the problem of ÿnding a decomposable structure. Since this problem is NP-complete, we proposed a heuristic algorithm, which is based on local search method. As a guiding measure in our local search, we used the error sizes of almost-ÿt F(S 0 ; F(S 1 ))-decomposable extensions, for which a fast heuristic algorithm is developed.
We then performed numerical experiments on three types of synthetically generated data sets. Judging from the experimental results, our approach appears to be able to detect decomposable structures reasonably e ectively. However, its performance for ÿnding the original decomposable structure critically depends on the number of data vectors in the data sets; it appears essential to have enough number of data vectors for our method to be e ective. The number of necessary data vectors depends on the types of data sets, and the sizes of the attribute sets. More theoretical and experimental studies would be necessary in order to clarify these points.
